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ABSTRACT infonnation transferred, refer to the accompanying paper on
This paper discusses the timing interface design subsystem in data transfer interface design [6]. To transfer state or timing
DAME (Design A utomation of M icroprocessor based infonnation, a timing reference is always required. When
systems, using an Expert system approach). The timing connecting two devices, this timing reference must somehow
design subsystem ensures that all signals produced by the be transferred from one device to another without violating

interface between components meet the required timing any of the timing specifications. This reference can be
specifications. A main goal of the timing and signal model is generated either with the same signal, or with a different
the abstraction of common features found in the data transfer signal than the signal carrying the timing information.
timings of most components. This allows relatively few 2 1 S . I R t t .

I be ed " h . f d . h . h I .Igna epresen a Ion
common fU es to us lor t e Inter ace eslgn w IC app y ...,

II t Th .. t d th t .. d Devices such as microprocessors and memorIes have signal
to a componen S. IS paper In ro uces e Imlng an. ,

I d I d t .f th d t t " t .. f pIns. Signal pInS are used to transfer Information to or from a
signa mo e use o specl yea a ransler Imlng o ...

. t E I f th d .ff t device In the form of electrIcal voltage levels. At anyone
microprocessor componen s. xamp es o e I erent ..

t I t I t . d th d . t t poInt In time, a signal pm has a certaIn electrIcal state which
Imlng pro oco emp a es are given, an e eslgn s ra egy ., ..

d b th t .. d . b t . d . sed corresponds to some logic state. The logic state of a signal IS
use ye Imlng eslgn su sys em IS ISCUS ..

a characterIstic of the signal that can be propagated through a
wire, or through a logic circuit. The following logic states are

defined for signals,

I. INTRODUCTION LOGIC STATE
Automatic synthesis tools have been developed over the last

~few years that help the system designer conceptualizing
designs as well as implementing them. These computer aided
design (CAD) tools operate at different levels of abstraction
spanning from the higher levels, such as the design's overall INPUT .OUTPUT
requirement, down to the implementation gate level [1,2]. ./, /'-
High level design languages (HDLs) have been developed / "' / "'
employing techniques of abstraction from software design to R.OATING DRIVEN ENABLED OPEN

describe hardware components [3]. HDLs can be used to /"- /" d~s~ribe a design at di~ferent abst.raction I~vels, but it is often INV ALIDI V ALIDI V ALIDO INV ALIDO

dIfficult to automatIcally derIve an Interface between-"""" A
components described using HDL. This work presents the / " / "
methods used in DAME [4,5] to generate such interfaces for ASSI NEGI ASSO NEGO
data. .transfer signals in microprocessor s!stems. LOGIC STATE GRAPH
Sp~Clflcally, the approach taken to accomplish the
functional block design to assure the correct timing of the. ...
signals involved in the interfacing of microprocessor system 2.2 Tr.a~slt.lons, Event~ an.d Tlmmgs .
components is described. A transition IS the change In a signal from one logic state to

another logic state. The state change is assumed to take no
2. DATA TRANSFER time.

~n the ~ost general case, data trans.fer is the ex~hange of The class of transitions that can be detected physically are
Information between two or more devIces, accomplIshed over termed detectable. The only detectable transitions are
signal w!res that electri.cally conne.ct thes~ de~ices together. asserted to negated and negated to asserted.
InformatIon can be carrIed on the signal wIres In the form of Symmetrical transitions have the same states but the
the states and the timings of the transitions of the signals. transl 'tl'on I.S .in th d If t ..

h f' .e reverse or er. a ransltlon c anges rom
For general InformatIon transfer, there are usually several statel to st t 2 th . t d ' , I .

., ...a e , en I s correspon Ing symmetrlca transl-
different types of In~Orm~tlon b~lng transferred SI- tion changes from state2 to statel.

multaneously. For detailed Information on the types of
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Linked transitions are two symmetrical transitions of a make it possible to use timing g:aphs to represent complete ~

. I h t h o state change between them. cycles such as the read and wrIte cycles for data transfe
r i

signa t a ave n . h ' d fi 0 I h h h Id be 0 , ,
A t .s the lo gical combination of one or more whlc can repeat In e lnlte y, t e grap s s ou cyclIc an

d ~n even I I b I d I dd oO 00 ~
0 bl .t o of one or more signals. Onl y AND and the cyc es must e c ose 0 n a Itlon, transItIons alwa ys '~' detecta e transl Ions 0 0 0 0

hII ed come In palrs-every transItIon must ave a symmetrica
l '

OR operators are a ow. 0 0 ' 0 :

A 0 0 0 t he relationshi p between the linked transItIon that wIll change the states of the sIgnals tha t ;
timing IS h 0 0 I .0 h h 0. ,

0 0 f 0 I d or more events For example causes t e orlglna transitIon so t at t e same transItion ca
nltransitions o a signa an one. , 0 ,

0 0 f h . I S o 2 0 0 occur agaIn 1the timing of linked transitIons o t e signa Ig IS given 0 0
I 0 0 1. k 0 be , A symmetnca transition In IS tween two symmetrical'

below: .0
transitIons. ,

...A linked transition link between nodes N I and N2 implies ~
Tllll1ng of Slg2 that the state reached when NI occurs does not change until ,1

the state changes to N20 :j
Eventl

~ ~ ' A constraint link is a timing specification between any
~;

E t2 two transition or event nodes in a timing graph. A constraint \

ven must be satisfied under all conditions as specified by the ,

timing graph. '~S.
21 mv 1 v mv 1 ...,

19 3.1 Signal TimIng Templates ~

The following timing templates are identified after extracting i
A constraint in a timing is the relationship between an similarities f~und !n many common microprocessor

Ievent and a transition. A constraint gives the timing components, Including the 8088, 80286, MC68000,
relationship between an event and a transition that always MC68020, Z80, MC6809, EPROMS, static RAMs, and can "
holds true. The constraint mayor may not be causal. be used to represent them. f

2.3 Data Transfer Timings Strobe Timing 3
In general, there always exist a recognizable event that 1
initiates and another one that terminates the data transfer Request : b~ E) j process. The initiate and terminate events are symmetrically'

linked transitions of the same signal-the request. A device Signal state state state
Ithat initiates and terminates an information transfer is called ;

the master. The device that accepts this request is called the ';
slave. E ,1

In practice, the initiation and the termination of a data c If I k0 ~ ons alnt In
transfer cycle can always be recognIzed by events on some of .Linked transition link
the control signals. The master may wait for an ac- ~ Symmetrical transition link
knowledgment before it generates the terminate event. If .

acknowledgment is allowed. the overall control of the The Strobe timing specifies the timing of non-multiplexed
transfer is asynchronous, while if acknowledgment is not signals (e.go, address).

allowed the overall control is synchronous.

All timing characteristics of each signal are given relative Strobe-Latch Timing
to the initiate and terminate events of the request signal. For El E3

the few signals which timing cannot be properly specified Request

~ ~:using this common reference model, extra specification must 2 T4

be included. There are several advantages in specifying all Signal
signals relative to a common timing reference. The most
important is the ability to manipulate and modify a signal
relative to the request without considering all the other
signals (at least as far as the timing is concerned). This
makes it possible to write a small number of general signal
timing manipulation rules that apply to any signal having a The Strobe-Latch timing specifies the timing of non~
timing relationship with the request. l!si~g a co~mon. timing multiplexed signals of a slave device that has an extra timing
reference also reduces the number of timIng relationships that constraint relative to the normal strobe timing.
must be entered, stored, and maintained in the system. Instead
of having several timing relationships to a multitude of other Latch Timing
signals, only one that relative to the common reference is ~ EI EJ needed.. Request TI T6 [(ALE 3. TIMING GRAPHS T4

\0 .Si nal slate s te s leTo facilitate the synthesis and analysis of timing 9

relationoships , b~tween signals, timing graphs are used. The
)nodes In a timing graph are events or transitions and their

interrelationships are the labeled links between them. To
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The Latch timing specifies the timing of multiplexed
Isignals. Note t?at an extra si~nal (ALE) is involved with this
timing. which IS also constraIned to the request.

Pulse-Latch Timing
El E3

Request
~ ~~~ T2 T4

Signal state state state

The Pulse-Latch timing specifies the timing of signals that
must be latched with the terminate transition (e.g.. data input
signals for a microprocessor read).

Follows Timing
El E3

Request : ~~ T2 T4

Signal

The Follows timing specifies the timing of signals that T4 to E3 constraint determines the delay.

respond to a request signal (e.g., the data signals on a slave 4. TIMING INTERFACE DESIGN
during a read). The link between the initiate transition and the When two information signals have to be connected
first transitIon of the specified signal is causal for this together, there correspond an output timing from a device and

timing. an input timing into a device. The output timing is a fixed
timing specification of the output signals, while the input

Logic Timing timing is the timing requirement that the input signals must
El E3 meet. These timings are often incompatible and thus the

Request ~ ~ signals cannot be connected directly. The following
1'2 T4 discussion concerns with the timing aspect of signal

Signal state state state connection. State connection of interface signals is discussed

in the accompanying paper [6].
Timing interface design can be viewed as a process that

merges the timing graphs of an output specification and an
input requirement of the two devices. The timing connection
process or the merging of the timing graphs, involves two

The Log ic timin g specifies the timing of a signal that has the t ,
s eps:

same timing as the request refe~ence timIng. (e.~. the tlml~g I. An intermediate output signal is generated using a timing
for the strobe signal on a microprocessor will be Logic converter. The purpose is to generate a timing template that

timing). ..matches the input timing as closely as possible. The actual
In addition t~ t~e above. timIngs that can be used to timing behavior of this intermediate output signal is

represent the maJorIty of microprocessor compon~nts, the dependent on the parameters of the conversion block.
following three templates have ~ee.n recognized as 2. The intermediate output signal is connected to the input
representations of the overall control timIngs. signal. During this process the parameters in the timing

..converter are constrained to give an implementable design
Pulse Tlmmg that assures the intermediate output timing meets the input

El T2 timing requirement.
Request I ~ Dividing the connection process into two tasks allows

the designer to first decide on the logical behavior of the
timing conversion block, followed by the determination of
the parameters of the timing conversion block. Quite often
there are more than one block which logical behavior must be
determined before the parameters can be constrained.
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The pulse timing specifies the timing of a synchronous re-
quest. The delay from. the initiate to terminate transition of
the request is fixed.

Handshake Timing
El E3

Request ::~~

T2 T4

Signal state state state

Wait Timing
El E3

Request

~ =~

T2 T4

Signal state state

The handshake and wait timings are used to alter the time

between the initiate and terminate transitions

asynchronously. For the handshake timing the El to T2
constraint determines the delay. while for the wait timing the
TA t~ ~~ ~~notr~;nt AAtA ;nAO thA AAI~.,



~

"

An example timing connection can be seen in Figure I. strobe intermediate output timing. The intermediate :

De~ice I prod,:,ces a latch out~ut. timing whi.ch feeds into a timi?g is then connected to the strobe timing °i~PqJ

timIng conversIon block. The tImIng conversIon block has a requIrement. PUI

,11

.!:I ,4.1 Timing Conversion and Connection conversIon. "

The timing converter produces a timing that is compatible ~ design ~le that checks for latch-to-strobe conversioJ~
with the input timing. Every timing is compatible to itself, requl~e~ent IS used to build a timing c.onversion block ~
but ther.e are also a few other possibilities-logic timing is contalrung a transpa.re~t latch. Such conversIon rules must be &
compatIble with pulse timing, and strobe timing is generated fo.r all timIng that have the potential of being t
compatible with strobe-Iatch timing. connec~e~. SInce there are a total of 9 timing templates the '1

upper lImIt for the number of conversion rules is 81. i1
au ..During the second phase of the connection process, the 1

tput I1mmg S~ fact that ~he two devices do not have an identical timing ;:
Latch timing reference IS resolved. Assuming that the request reference has

at most simple propagation delays associated with it when
connected between the devices, this delay can be incorporated
into the constraints on the parameters of the interface block.

Since the output specification of device 1 and the logical
behavior of the interface block are known, the intermediate
output timing parameters can be determined relative to the

iate Output Timing request on device I. If the relationship between the timing
Strobe Timin referen~es (requests) on the two devices is known, the

9 constraint on these parameters to assure an intermediate
output timing that satisfies the input timing requirement can
be ascertained.

For example, if T output is the output specification of

Intennediate Output Generate device 1, Tintermediate is the intermediate output specifi-
{Latch 10 Strobe timing merge) cation of the interface block, Parameters are the pa-

Figure 2 rameters of the interface block, and T requestdevice2 is the

request timing of device 2. then.

Fi~ure 2 sho.ws the connection of a latch output timing. .(mul.tlplexed. signal) to a strobe input timing (non- T IntermedIate = Fl (Toutput. Parameters)

multIpI~xed sIgnal). Analyzing the nodes in the graph it isdetermIned that a transparent latch will accomplish the T requestdevice2 = Fl (T requestdevicel)
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~:2 Status or the Timing Interrace Designer
~e. timing interface design module in DAME has been
1mplemented in Knowle~geCraftTM. The timings are
implemented as schemata wIth slots representing the input
.ignals. output signal~. ~ran~iti~ns. events and timing con-
.traints. An example ttmmg IS given below:

r,defschema mc68020-address-timing
F(is-a strobe-timingl
" (siqnal1 mc68020-dsl
f(signa12 mc68020-address-busl
~(eventl (asso mc68020-dsll
,(event) (+ (! nego mc68020-dsll
rl{transition2 (! valo mc68020-address-busll
~:(transition4 (! ivalo mc68020-address-busll

(time2 (-- -20) I
r'(time4 (15 +-III
f(

This timing effectively specifies that the setup time of the
address signal is 20 nsec and the hold time of the address
signal is 15 nsec relati ve to the request.

Rules have been written to generate converter blocks from
one timing to another. Another set of rules has been
implemented to generate the constraints on the parameters of
the converter block for each connection. For example, a rule
that converts a latch timing (multiplexed bus) to a strobe
timing (non-multiplexed bus) will generate a timing
converter block that contains a transparent latch. The
transparent latch parameters are constrained by a connection
rule that connects a strobe intermediate output timing to a
strobe input timing, assuring that the parameterized timing
satisfies the input requirement.

It is our experience that it was not necessary to provide all
the possible rules for conversion from one timing to another,
since some timing combinations can never occur. For
example, the strobe-latch timing is found as an input timing
only, and thus can never be an output. Similarly for the
connection rules, a latch timing should never be connected to
a strobe input timing without a timing converter, and thus a
connector rule is not required for these timings. As an
example, below is a simple rule that generates a
demultiplexed signal from a multiplexed signal.

;rule to .fill in, a converter block with the
;appropriate logic, if input is latch timing
;and output is a strobe timing.
;i.e., mux to demux signal!
(p modify-latch-to-strobe-block

(interface-sub-block
Aschema-name <int-block>
Ainstance 'interface-sub-block
Amodified-by+inv .<superblock>
Afunction

(member single-signal-converter <>I
Astatus 'new
Ainput-timing <itim>
Aoutput-timing <otim>
Ainput-signal <isig>
Aoutput-signal <osig»

(latch-timing Aschema-name <itim»
(strobe-timing Aschema-name <otim»
(step Aphase data-xfer-interface-creation)

-->
(create-new-sig <int-block> <superblock»
(create-nonmux-signal <int-block»

~ \ here Fl, F2,Trequestdevicel are known. To satisfy

c ese relations, the Parameters must be constrained to a

'range of values.

(adjust-timing
(get-value <int-block> 'output-timing)
<otim> <isig»»)

5. CONCLUSIONS
The electrical signals between microprocessor components
from different manufacturers interact in many different com-
plex ways. To be a functional system, DAME must be capable
of designing an interface, complex or not, between any of the
components. Expert system rules are used to accomplish the
connection process. To keep the number of design rules to a
manageable level, commonly used interface protocols were
abstracted, so that only the information essential for the
design process to proceed is considered.

The model developed for DAME allows extraction of the
generar properties of timing interactions between signals in
the form of a limited number of timing templates. For data
transfer, a total of 9 general timing templates have been
found, that can be used to represent almost all common data
transfer protocols. Such a small number of templates
facilitates the maintenance of the component library and the
use of a limited number of rules to accomplish the data
transfer interface design.

The timing interface designer generates parameterized
conversion blocks using simple timing conversion rules.
The timing parameters of the conversion blocks are
constrained to assure that they satisfy the input timing
requirement of the device they connect to. The design of the
timing conversion blocks is to be submitted to an
implementation subsystem producing a hardware circuit that
satisfies the timing parameters specified.
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